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We’re in the Chavo Guerrero era and last week saw a rather
obvious mariachi reveal (there’s a weird statement) as CM Punk
is still trying to get his title back. Other than that, we
have Tommy Dreamer standing up to help the eternally injured
Colin Delaney, which could go in a few directions. Let’s get
to it.

Here are last week’s results if you need a recap.

Opening sequence.

Here is CM Punk to get things going. Punk talks about Chavo
Guerrero’s fiesta last week and we see a clip of Mariachi Punk
hitting him with a guitar. Back in the arena, Punk says he is
invoking his rematch clause right now and wants Chavo out here
in this ring. Cue Chavo, who doesn’t think that rematch is
happening tonight. Punk can have his rematch, but it’s going
to be at No Way Out.

Last week, Punk embarrassed him so tonight, he is embarrassing
Punk. We cut to Armando Alejandro Estrada, who is outside the
arena, next to the Gulf of Mexico. Tonight, it’s Chavo vs.
Punk in the first ever Gulf of Mexico match, where anything
goes and you win by throwing your opponent into the Gulf. Well
that’s unique.

Victoria/Layla vs. Michelle McCool/Kelly Kelly
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Lena Yada is here with Victoria/Layla. Kelly flips out of
Layla’s wristlock to start before pretty badly mistiming a
handspring elbow in the corner. Michelle comes in for a Hennig
necksnap so it’s off to Victoria, who gets forearmed in the
face. A shot in the corner slows Michelle down though and
Victoria  takes  out  her  knee.  That  doesn’t  last  long  as
Michelle gets over to Kelly, who high crossbodies Victoria
down.  There’s  a  headscissors  to  make  it  worse  but  as
everything breaks down, Lena grabs Kelly’s leg so the Widow’s
Peak can give Victoria the pin.

Rating: C-. Kelly is trying to get better but you can only get
so far with her timing issues. That can come with work and
time but it isn’t there yet. Michelle is getting better as her
size  and  athleticism  helps,  but  you  can  only  get  so  far
wrestling Victoria so many times. Not a terrible match, though
keeping the match this short was the only way to go.

We look back at Shelton Benjamin walking out on a match with
Kane last week. Their rematch is on Smackdown.

Wrestlemania video, set to the Red Hot Chili Peppers. Weird
that this is included here but was missing on Raw.

John Morrison vs. Tommy Dreamer

Miz and Colin Delaney are here too. Dreamer hits a shoulder
block to start and armdrags him into an armbar. Back up and
Morrison gets in a shot of his own and chokes on the apron to
send Dreamer outside. Dreamer has to save the heavily bandaged
Delaney, allowing Morrison to get in another shot to take over
again.

The  chinlock  goes  on  before  something  close  to  Miz’s  old
Mizard of Oz gets two. Morrison misses a corkscrew moonsault
though and the comeback is on, including a flapjack to give
Dreamer two. There’s the reverse DDT to drop Morrison but
Delaney has to cut off an invading Miz. That’s enough of a
distraction that Morrison can neckbreaker Dreamer for the pin.



Rating: C. Dreamer is still fine in this role and it isn’t
like he is going to be in any major story for the time being.
Having him act as Delaney’s protector makes sense and could
turn into something down the line. Miz and Morrison need some
challengers anyway so let someone be built up for a change.

We get a sitdown interview with Stevie Richards, who talks
about his latest throat surgery. His neck was hurt back in
1997 when Terry Funk dropped a barricade on him (and yes we
see a clip), which somehow hurt his vocal chords. He has had
nine throat surgeries since then but he’ll be back in the ring
next week. Richards has been a heck of a surprise in this ECW
and I’m glad to see him back.

Kofi Kingston vs. James Curtis

Kofi takes him down into an armbar to start and then twists
Curtis down by the wrist. Curtis is back up with his own
armbar and works on his own wristlock as the fans do not sound
overly interested. Thankfully they pick up the pace a bit with
some chops and a jumping elbow dropping Curtis. There’s the
jumping double leg and the spinning kick to the face gives
Kofi the pin.

Rating: C-. Kofi is one of the more unique looking stars in a
good while and it is cool to watch him do his stuff, but
spending more than half of the match working on the arms is
only going to get you so far. I still wonder if Curtis could
have been something, as he had a decent look and could wrestle
a competent enough match.

No Way Out rundown.

Chavo Guerrero vs. CM Punk

Non-title Gulf of Mexico match, meaning you win by throwing
the other person into the Gulf. They’re both in jeans (and
their respective t-shirts of course) to start before the brawl
goes  outside  rather  quickly.  Chavo  knocks  him  over  the



barricade and into some chairs but Punk is back with some
strikes of his own. Punk gets dropped ribs first onto a wall
but fight back and they fight out into the concourse. It’s
time to go outside where Punk punches in him the face, earning
himself a whip onto the hood of a well timed car.

We take a break and come back with Punk slamming him onto the
hood  of  another  car.  A  backdrop  sends  Chavo  into  the
windshield but he’s right back with some kicks to the ribs.
They go over towards the water, where they scare off some very
confused fishermen. Chavo chucks the fishermen’s cooler at
Punk but can’t manage to throw him into the Gulf. An attempt
at a suplex into the Gulf is blocked and Punk GTS’s him into
the water for the win.

Rating: C+. This worked in a weird way, partially due to the
lack of commentary when they came back from the break and
partially due to letting them have a unique fight. Punk vs.
Chavo has been done to death in the ring so let them get out
of the ring and mix it up a bit. The next title match is
already set up and Punk getting to pose against the night sky
after throwing Chavo into the Gulf of Mexico is certainly a
way to make things more interesting.

Overall Rating: C. The main event was the best part of the
show but it wasn’t enough to carry the rest. There were too
many things on here that just weren’t very good and it dragged
things down a bit. ECW is still a one to two story show at
best and while it is only an hour a week, it isn’t the most
interesting hour as the dull parts are really hurting the good
pieces.

 

 

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and head over to
my Amazon author page with 30 different cheap wrestling books
at:



http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

AND

Remember to check out Wrestlingrumors.net for all of your
wrestling headline needs.
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